
Staff Spotlight: Crystal Jackson

Transforming lives through the gift of mobility

Crystal Jackson serves as Free Wheelchair Mission’s medical 

programs coordinator, overseeing the Mobility Solutions program and 

coordinating all in-person and remote wheelchair trainings.

Crystal has been working in the field of disability since 2011, when she 

was an undergraduate student at the University of California, Merced 

and started working as a substitute special education aide for a year. 

“During this time, I learned that every child with a disability is unique, 

intelligent, creative, infuriating, inquisitive, maddening, and beautiful–

just like every other child in this world,” said Crystal.

After earning a degree in anthropology, Crystal got a job as a disability 

program representative–a direction she hadn’t expected, but, she 

said, “It was where God led me, so I followed.” Through this role, 

Crystal learned more about disability rights, of which she became an 

ally and advocate. “I look at the world in terms of accessibility, not 

just physically, but socially as well.” Crystal’s heart for people with 

disabilities led her to earn a Master of Public Health in Global Health 

degree from Loma Linda University.

Crystal is highly involved in the disability community and can often be 

found at events supporting people with disabilities. “I never knew that 

God was going to use me in this way,” she shared, “but I am blessed to 

be able to now advocate for people with disabilities worldwide.”
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Greetings,

In a humble house on a narrow, moss-blotched street in Da Nang, 
Vietnam, a man named Giao sat by the window, peering outside with 
eager anticipation while his wife paced about.

They couldn’t wait for some special guests to arrive.

When Giao was 63, he suffered a stroke and an occlusion of the 
artery, losing part of his right leg when doctors had to amputate 
to save his life. The stroke left his limbs weak; he could no longer 
stand on his own or even feed himself. His wife became his full-time 
caregiver, tending to him night and day while coping with health 
issues of her own.

The thought of burdening his wife agonized Giao. They love one 
another deeply and have been through so much: thirteen years ago, 
their only son drowned while playing at the beach, leaving them in 
an extended state of shock and depression.

Giao used to be the sole breadwinner of the family, earning a decent 
wage as an in-demand sculptor, but unable to ply his trade any 
longer, he and his wife now survive on a $22 monthly stipend from 
the government and $28 per month from migrant workers who  
rent a small room in their home. On this income, Giao and his wife 
could not afford food and medicine for the two of them, much less 
a wheelchair.
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Partners will direct them to other resources 
in the community, such as hospitals, medical 
professionals, or other wheelchair organizations.

Distribution Partners are trained to train 
wheelchair recipients in mobility skills: how to 
transfer in and out of a wheelchair, proper posture, 
fall recovery, pressure-relief exercises, body care, 
and wheelchair maintenance. Each wheelchair 
comes with a patch kit, air pump, and a user’s 
manual, currently offered in English, Spanish, 
Mandarin, Portuguese, Arabic, and Vietnamese. 
Recipients also receive contact information for 
ongoing support from our Distribution Partners.

Once a full container of wheelchairs has been 
distributed, a report is submitted to Free 
Wheelchair Mission, along with photos and  
stories of recipients such as Giao, who had 
heard about GIBTK’s wheelchair program and 
submitted an application for a wheelchair. When 
he and his wife learned that it has been approved, 
they wept. 

Giao was anxiously peering out the window when 
a team from GIBTK arrived with a new GEN_3, 
a model that folds for ease of storage and 

transport. They adjusted the wheelchair to fit him 
perfectly, then showed him how to transfer into 
the wheelchair with his wife’s help.

Tears rolled down his face as he settled into 
his seat for the first time. Then, when the team 
offered to push him outside in his new wheelchair, 
he burst into tears again–it was his first time 
being outside in over three years.

“I will be able to go out more,” enthused Giao.  
“I will exercise my arms by pushing myself along. I 
have to practice every day to rebuild my strength 
... I want to be independent and celebrate with 
other people.”

All over the world, families like Giao’s find 
renewed hope, thanks to friends like you.

Blessings,

That’s when Giving It Back To Kids (GIBTK), our 
distribution partner in Vietnam, stepped in.

The Crucial Role of Distribution Partners
Free Wheelchair Mission could not have 
distributed over one million wheelchairs in 
93 countries without a worldwide network of 
partners, united in heart and purpose.

Our wheelchairs are shipped by ocean container 
directly from the factory to ports in their 
destination countries. Our Distribution Partners 
(DPs) take it from there, clearing the wheelchairs 
through customs, storing and assembling them, 
assessing potential wheelchair recipients, fitting 
each recipient to a wheelchair, training recipients 
in wheelchair use and maintenance, and 
providing them with ongoing support.

Distribution Partners are nonprofit organizations 
with a proven record of supplying humanitarian 
aid in cooperation with other groups. They must 
have a zero-tolerance policy for taking bribes and 
must sign an agreement to give away wheelchairs 
as a gift, at no charge to the recipients. They must 

also agree to only give wheelchairs to people who 
do not already have one and cannot afford one 
on their own.

Giving It Back To Kids has been our Distribution 
Partner in Vietnam since 2004. Founded in 2002 
by Robert Kalatschan, GIBTK serves families in 
Vietnam and Cambodia, transforming lives through 
education, medical care, nutrition, and love. 

To date, GIBTK has distributed 160,019 wheel-
chairs throughout Vietnam. This monumental 
undertaking is done in cooperation with GIBTK’s 
network of sub-Distribution Partners, whom they 
manage and train to provide wheelchair recipi-
ents with the best possible fit and follow-up care. 

Free Wheelchair Mission offers training to all 
Distribution Partners via video conference, in-
country certification workshops, or a hybrid. 

The Training Program
A proper fit is vital to the overall health and 
well-being of wheelchair recipients. If fitted incor-
rectly, they could develop skeletal deformities or 
respiratory complications due to pressure on their 
lungs. If a wheelchair is too big, recipients could 
injure their shoulders by reaching over the sides 
to take hold of the wheels. An improper fit could 
also cause pressure sores that, if left untreated, 
could become life-threatening.

The first step toward a proper fit is determining 
whether or not one of our wheelchairs is suitable 
for a potential recipient. Through training, 
Distribution Partners become familiar with our 
three wheelchair models, learning the differences 
between them and forming an understanding 
of whom each model would be appropriate 
for. Partners learn how to order a container of 
wheelchairs, available in different mixes of the 
three models.

Distribution Partners are required to take 
applications for wheelchairs in advance to 
pre-screen candidates and prepare the right 
wheelchairs for them. Training includes the 
assembly of wheelchairs and the process of 
fitting them to individual recipients by taking 
measurements and making needed adjustments. 
Our wheelchairs can be assembled in four 
sizes, but if an applicant requires a different 
size or more specialized support, Distribution 

FOR A CUSTOM FIT

Wheelchairs are assembled in one of three 
sizes and adjusted for each wheelchair user.

WHEELCHAIR USER TRAINING

Distribution Partners train wheelchair recipients on mobility skills, including methods for safely 
transferring in and out of wheelchairs.
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